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Summary

For a bosonic particle we know that the Hilbert space comes from the quantized

constraints. The mass shell condition, p p^ = -m becomes the Klein-

Gordon equation after quantization. Thus the constraints lead to a field

equation defined on spacetime.

For a bosonic string the constraints will be functional equations after

quantization.

Using the mode expansion we solve for the dependence of the Fourier components

with mode number greater than zero. The zero mode is the "translational" mode

and can thus be identified with spacetime.

With mode expansion and the standard unification of constraints we arrive at

the Virasoro conditions. Here we consider the Virasoro operators as a sum of

differentia] operators. Thus the Virasoro conditions are here a set of

differential equations. Discussing the properties of the solutions to these

equations we show that the Virasoro conditions can be reduced to a set of

field equations for the spacetime mode. We derive all the field equations, thus

we reduce the Hilbert space of the bosonic string to that of a field tht-ory

def*."H on spacetime. Thus we arrive at a string field theory [see ref. 1, 4

* 7, 10-15] 'Mir approach is close to the approach of the CERN group [], 4,



We show that the field equations only relate fields of the same mass.

From the field equations we also find the critical dimension, D-26,

and the value of the intercept..

1. Introduction

Consider a relativistic particle. We parametrize the world line with the

parameter T. Thus we obtain the action:

S = m J d x (dxM/dr dx / d t ) 1 / 2 = J d r L( dxM/dx ) . (1.1)

Define the generalized momentum;

(1.2)

1 ive the constraint;

(1.3)

Dfine the Hamiltonian;

H - p^dx /dT - L = 0 . (1.4)

After quantization the generalized momentum will be differential operators;



x (1.5)

Since the Hamiltonian vanishes there only remains the quantized constraint

which is a field equation [9, 17, 18];

(1.6)

The field 9 associates to each point, r*\ of spacetime a probability

amplitude.

Here the reference to the world line disappears. We are left with a field

equation.

The same is true for the string. The Hamiltonian vanishes and we are left with

the constraints, which after quantization become functional equations. The

string wave-functional 1*[x(<T)] associates to each string x(<T) a

probability amplitude.

Here the reference to the world sheet disappears and there remains, in

principle, a functional field theory. Via the mode expansion we reduce the

functional equations to differential equations for the respective modes.

We have the following classical picture of the constraints;

fr



The constraints are [2]

P(<T) is the momentum density, T(cr) is the tangent vector;

(1.9)

Equation (1.7) defines the mass density of the string. Equation (1.8) tells us

that the momentum density is orthogonal to the string.

Now consider the world sheet of the string. The action is the area of the world

sheet. By varying the action we find that the classical motion of the string is

determined by the extremal sheet. We picture an extremal sheet.



The invariant object is the world sheet which is the fundamental geometrical

object. We have arbitrarily inserted two strings; x^(cr,T,=const.) and

x^tcr.-r^const.). Denote them the initial and final string. The shaded

area is the probability amplitude for the initial string to go over to the

final string following the extremal, classical, path.

However in quantum mechanics we must also take into account world sheets that

are not extremal.

The string is denoted open if the edge condition, T(0) = T(JT) = 0, holds.

By extremizing the world sheet we arrive at the classical equations of motion;

(1.10)

where the orthonormal (ON) gauge is used [2].

Using the mode expansion for the open string

cos(n<r) (1.11)

n=0

Equation (1.10) determines the x dependence of x (T). This is the standard

approach [2]. Due to the edge condition, [2], the sine components vanish

in equation (1.11),

The approach in this paper is to use the mode expansion for any string, on

any world sheet, extremal or not.



x(<T) * 2 , x
ncos(n<y)

n=0
(112)

The Fourier coefficients x depend on which string we choose. On the non-

extremal sheets the equation of motion is not satisfied.

This is one further reason why and how quantization must leave the reference

to the world sheet..



2. Constraints

The string is parametrized by <x, where <r runs from 0 to ft. So the position

of the string in spacetime is r**(cr). The relevant operators are the

momentum-density P (̂<r) and the tangent vector

(2.1)

We know that the constraints are [2];

= o . (2.2).(2.3)

From the usual quantization prescriptions we know that after quantization the

quantities P and T will be operators [1]:

(2.4M2.5)

Using the standard unification [2] of constraints it follows from (2.2)

and (2.3) that the constraints are equivalent to the following two equations:

(p + T) 2 = o and (P - T)2 = 0 . (2.6),(2.7)

Spacetime indices are suppressed whenever convenient.

After quantization the constraints will be functional equations;

(P + T)2«Prx(tf)] - 0 , (P - T)2«Pfx«T)1 = 0 . (2.8),(2.9)

These two equations are not consistent [2,3j. Instead we shal] use a weaker

condition. We shall return to this point in chapter 5.



The solution is the string functional;

(2.10)

•P assigns to each string x(<T) a complex number. Thus *P[x(<7)] can be

interpreted as the probability amplitude for the string to be in the position

3. Mode expansion

To solve the functional equations we make a Fourier expansion [1] of the

function x (<7);

xn
Mexp(inor) . (3.1)

Since x(<r) is real the coefficients must satisfy, x = x , for all n.
-n n

The operator t denotes complex conjugation.

To calculate the Fourier coefficients it is convenient to extend the string

analytically from [O,rr] to [-«,«].

The coefficients are;

x = ]/2rrJ x (or) exp(-inrr) d<T

-ft

(3.2)



The tangent vector will be. from (2.1) and (3.1);

V inx Mexp(in<T) .£* n (3.3)

n=-

The edge condition, T(0) = T(ft) = 0, implies;

A M (3.4)

Thus the Fourier coefficients are real.

Now the functional V will instead be a function of an infinite number of

Fourier coefficients x .n

(3.5)

The constraints will now be an infinite sum of differential equations, instead

of a functional equation.

The quantized momentum density is;

-i&/Sx (3.6)

Using the chain rule

. (3.7)

n=—*>

Using
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&X (<T)/Sxy(<T-) - 6
MV

(3.8)

and (3.2) we obtain

exp(-in<T)/2Jt . (3.9)

Equation (3.7) becomes [1,4,8],

S/Sx (<r) = l/2;r Y exp(-intr)

Thus;

X M

u,JUL

(3.10)

(3.11)

where,

-i/2Jt 3/3x
n.p. (3.12)

Observe that since x = x we have p = p .-n n -n rn

The x. mode is the translation or external mode. We interpret xQ as space-

time, p is the momentum conjugate to x-.

The purpose of the rest of this paper is to use the mode expansion to solve for

the dependence on the internal degrees of freedom, the modes x .. The

remaining conditions are taken over by the space-time dependence. The Hilbert

space of the open string will thus be reduced to that of a field theory

defined on space-time.

Inserting the mode expansion we obtain;



i l

exp(-in<r) (3.13)

and

exp(-in<T) . (3.14)

Exchanging summation index, n—* -n in equation (3.14). and using the edge

condition, eq (3.4), we find.

V (p M - inx M) exp(ina) . (3.15)t - n n

4. Creation and annihilation operators

Introducing the operators a

a * = p M - inxn n n (4.1)

wo can write [1,4,7,8],

n-—»

(4.2)
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The edge condition (3.4) leads to;

a - n " a n ' n > 0 • (4.3)

Thus we verify the commutation relations:

Cn •* - • , 1 = m / r t . n,m > 0 . (4.4)

The alpha's are really creation and annihilation operators.

ot increases the eigenvalue of the operator a ot with

n/tt and a docreases the eigenvalue with n/Jt, where n>0.n,v °

5. The Hilbert space

Evaluate;

(P + T)2 exp(in<r) exp(imcr)

e x p l < y ( n + m )
w. (5.1)

Exchanging summation index ; n+m«-^n,

(P + T) = 2 pxp(inry)

n=-!

(5.2)
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where : denotes normal ordering.

Normal ordering is here defined b

stand to the left of oc-s with positive mode-index.

Normal ordering is here defined by letting <x with negative mode-index n

Demanding each of the Fourier components L of (P+T)2 to annihlate *P we find;

1 7 = Y :<x -^a ,,:"?n Lé n-m m.p.

m=

This defines the Virasoro operators L

Evaluating;

(5.3)

(P - T)«P = > exp(-imr) ^ « B .m a m : * " °'
m=-«»

(5.4)

we obtain the same conditions (5.3).

So the conditions, (5.3), is a necessary condition for both;

(P * T)2«P » 0 and (P - T)2«P = 0 .

Collecting equal terms and taking normal ordering into account we find;

n-1

Ln = 2a f l a n • ( a n / 2 ) an_mam
(5.5)

m=n/2+l m=n+l

If n is even and positive;

And;
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2 o c O a n

n-1

m=(n+l)/2

+ 2 X "
m=n+l

(5.6)

If n is odd and positive.

In equation (5.5) and (5.6) only positive indices appear. This means that a is

a creation operator only when the dagger is written explicitly.

We know that we only need to consider Ln«P where n is greater than or equal

to zero. It is not consistent to demand L J¥

Virasoro conditions [2,3,5].

0 in addition to the other

6. The condition (L + p)*P = 0

For n=0 we introduce the intercept P in equation (5.3)

o . (6.1)

ro=l

In the calculations were we reduce the Virasoso conditions to field equations

the value of P is unspecified. Here p only translates the mass scale. In

chapter 10 we shall see how elimination of ghosts ffxes both the value of

the intercept and the number of spacetime dimensions.

Using (4.1) wo express (6.1) as a differential equation;

~ D-l

+ 2) T ((g i i/4rr'(32/3x2 - m2x2 ) - m/2*t)*P) = 0 . (6.2)

m=l JJL=O
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Here we write summation over space-time indices explicitly. Thus gn =.-1 and

g - = 1. (3 is the operator 9 /9x 9x . D is the number of spacetime

dimensions.

We see that this equation is separable both in mode- and space-time indices.

Thus the general solution is of the form;

TT IT (6.3)

Insert (6.3) into (6.2) and divide with

m

By separability each term depends on only one variable, x . Since the

equation must hold for all values of the variables the only solution is

that every term is a constant, K .

' ( 6 4 )

K = a (323* /(9x ) 2 - 4ftIm*(x )2|P
m,M gjx' m.p. l m.M; m.jo/

(6 5)

Equation (6.5) has the solution;

. (6.6)

k=0

Where the polynomials satisfy the recursion formulae;
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The condition for the series (6.7) to terminate leads to

m.jx

Where l(m,jx) is the excitation index.

Insert the values of Kffl ^ into equation (6.4):

(6.8)

(6.9)

m

This is the mass shell equation [1,2,4] and it is a field equation defined on

spacetime.

It is easy to show that the same solutions are generated by the creation

operators.

The basis vectors for our Hilbert-space will be;

~ D-l

, n n (<
n=l u.=0

!1(n'M) (6.10)

Where;

(6.11)

n=l

is the ground state.

WR obtain an arbitrary state by taking the superposition over excitation index

l(n,>x). Thus an arbitrary state can be written;



Define;

;!(n,ji);
(6.13)

Thus O is a field defined on spacetime x = xQ.

Since * is proportional to <P it satisfies the same mass shell condition;

£7* • . » o . ' 1 >V" (6.14)

n p.

If P = -2/Jt the first excitation of the mode n=l is a massless vector field.

By the mode expansion the dependence of modes x is solved explicitly.

Resulting in the ground state $ and the polynomials defined by the

recursion relation (6.7). The L condition is reduced to the mass shell

field equation (6.14).

7. T h e c o n d i t i o n s L ^*P = 0n>u

Rewrite L , in equation (5.5) in terms of differential operators in the case

where n is even;

Ln>0 n / 2 r t
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(1/4TT» n2/4 Dn/4Jt + n/2Jt

n-1

m>n/2

m/2SC _n - (m-n)/2rt

m=n+l

In the case when n is odd the term containing the x .. variable is absent
n/2

Observe that Ln>Q operating on the ground state vanishes, but operating on

an excited state (6.10) it does not vanish. Thus only certain superpositions

of the states are acceptable.

From equation (7.1) we see that Ln>0»P=0 really connects modes two by two;

. (7.1)

n/2 (term 2) mode no.

/

term 3

term 1

term 4
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If n is odd term 2 is absent.

Since the edge condition implies x_n = xn the last term of equation (7.1)

destroys separability. Instead of a separable problem we get chains of

interconnected modes. Observe that the chain terminates when it reaches an

unexcited mode.

If we drop the condition x_ = xQ and treat all modes; JL, where n

is a positive or negative integer, independently all the L conditions are

separable problems. The modes would then be connected two by two according to

the following picture.

c
V

)1 t_
n/2 n mode no.

But if x = x , where 'x>0 , for term 4 the picture changes to:

mode no.
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Since Ln > 0^ = 0 is not a separable problem we should not really expect

solutions of the form;

(72)

We insist on finding solutions that simultaneously satisfy all L conditions.

Thus only certain superpositions of the solutions (6.10) will be accepted.

Let L Q act on the general state (6.12) and write summation over spacetime

explicit;

l(n/2,jjL)

n-1

(a ,
m>n/2

(k.9)*(n.jn)

• «M«W' (a-n/2,»> •" n n (oc.k,

( a
-

(a

•
m=n+1

Where O is defined by equation (6.13) with indices suppressed.

Since the identity must hold for all values of the variables x >Q for it

to be an acceptable solution we must be able to extract factors of the form;

(7.4)

k 9
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Since the recursion relations (6.7) fix the relations between powers of x

in an excited state, we can treat a as variables and demand that each
-n

coefficient in front of each power of at vanishes identically. Equivalently

we can say that expression (7.4) are the basis vectors for the internal part

of the Hilbert space. And the L7=(l conditions must be an identity for all

components of the internal Hilbert space.

Using the commutation relations;

• "O"

Which has the consequence;

Insert this in equation (7.3);

D-l

K:.v)=0 (k.9)*(n.M)

m>n/2

g n2/4n* l(n/2,M)(l(n/2.M)-l)(a_n/9 ) 1 ( n / 2 ' | i ) 2 n n (a

n-1

••»''"••^-on-n,/"""^1^,/^1-' n n <«,'*•"»„„

If n is odd the n/2 trrm is absent.
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Since equation (7.7) mu3t hold for all values of the variables we can

equivalently treat the oc -s as variables, and collect powers of a -s .

Exchanging the excitation indices l(n,jx) in the summation and extracting

factors of the type (7.4) we find;

Y..y. . .Y <Y(2n/rt <l(n,M
L* U. L. L.

10 .V) JUL

g, n2/4tt*

n-1

m>n/2

(x)

m«n+l k 9

The values l(m,v) are defined from the extracted factor;

D-l
,l(k,9) (7.9)

Thus it defines the standard indices of the fields occuring in

equation (7.8):

; m,v;
(7.10)

Only the values that differ from the standard indices, defined from the

extracted factors, is written explicitlyin equation (7.8).
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Thus;

; n.ji;
(7.11)

means that the (n,ji)~excitation index is increased by one, compared with the

standard indices defined from the extracted factor (7.9).

All the factors;

D-l

(2n/rr

; ( n / 2 f > l ) + 2 5

n / 2

n-1

m>n/2

t/n (7.12)

must vanish. Since a« = -i/2« 3/*5x equation (7.12) is really a field

equation for the fields * defined on spacetime. Thus the Virasoro conditions

L - reduce to the field equations;

D-l

^M-in/rt1

n-1

m>n/2
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+ 2/rt

m-n+l

n u ;
; m.ji;

:1<"^>+1:)) = 0

For all values of the excitation indices, l(k,jx).

The sum (7.13) terminates, it contains only a finite number of terms.

We know from equation (6.14) that the mass-square is determined by the quantity

D-l

(7.14)

m=l

Calculate the mass of the first term in equation (7.13).

k l ( k > 9 )

(k,9)*(n,p.) k 9

n (7.15)

Then calculate the mass of the second term.

n/2(!(n/2,M)+2) + 2. 2. kI(k>9) = X X»+2» + x X
(k,9)*(n/2,A)

Then the mass of term number three.

kl(k,9) =

(k,9)*(n-m,jLt),(m,>t) k 9

+ n (7.17)

At last the mass of the fourth term.
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W(k,9)

(k.p)*(m-njjL),(m,M)

n (7.18)

Wc se that the field equations automatically relate fields of the same mass-

square. The mass we find from the mass of the field with standard indexation

(7.10) plus n, where n is the number of the Virasoro operator considered. Thus

the LR>0 conditions is really supplementary field equations relating the

fields within one mass sector.

8. The field equations

The LQ condition leads to the mass shell condition on the fields O;

00 D - l

n=l JJ.=O

The L conditions lead to the additional field equations;

D-l

n / 2

n-1

m>n/2
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+ 2/«

m=n+l

,iyiU,fM/-rX,^ = Q

The Virasoro conditions are thus via the mode expansion reduced to a set of

field equations, where the fields are defined on space-time. These field

equations are all the nessesary conditions that come from the constraints.

Thus we can reduce string theory to a field theory on spacetime. Since we only

take the constraints into account the procedure here is equivalent to the

procedure leading to the Klein-Gordon equation for the bosonic particle.

9. Covariance

The general superposition of states, equation (6.12), can easily be collected

in a fashion were the covariance is apparent. For instance the first excited

state written covariantly is [1,4]

Thus B is identified as;

B (x) = *. , . (x) , where all other l(n,9) = 0

10. Ghosts

In the calculations in this paper the intercept ft and the number of spacetime

dimensions D are left unspecified. What we do here is to reduce the Virasoro

conditions to a field theory defined on spacetime. In that procedure the values

of ft and D are free.
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We know [2,3,5] that eliminating ghosts fixes the values of B and D.

Looking at the first mass sector determines the intercept 6. The first mass

sector is

(10.1)

Following [2] we shall analyse the state

(10.2)

where Iprfis a momentum eigenstate and it is annihilated by all annihilation

operators thus

P M / 2 r t a n d (10.3),(10.4)

This corresponds to in our field theoretical notation

exp(ipvx ) , (10.5)

that is a plane wave expansion of the field E.

The Lj condition is the field equation

(10.6)

Equations (10.5) and (10.6) imply
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- O • (10.7)

Since p2 = -(mass)2 this means that fl = -2/rt so the first mass sector is a

massless vector field.

By rewriting the proof for D=26 occuring in [36] in the field theoretical

formalism of this paper we can determine the critical dimension. This is done

by looking at the second mass sector. With p - -2/rr the states of the second

mass sector will be of (mass)2 = 8ft. The second mass sector is

(10.8)

Where A and B are the spacetime fields.

Following [16] we shall analyse the state

(10.9)

^is a momentum eigenstate and it is annihilated by all annihilation

operators, thus

and

This corresponds to, in our notation,

)

where the spacetime fields A and B are momentum eigenstates, i.e. plane waves

with the same momentum vector p̂ " thus

V 2 r r (10.14)
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(10.15)

Prom equation (7.13) the conditions L. and L, are

a 0v B + f o r

=0 .

(10.16)

(10.17)

Using equations (10.14) and (10.15) equations (10.16) and (10.17) will be

+ A ^ = 0 (10.18)

(10.19)W-

Since (mass)a=8rt and p2 « -(mass)2 we have

-8ft . (10.20)

Inserting (10.12), (10.13) and (10.20) into (10.18) determines 7;

7 = 3rt/4

Inserting (10.12), (10.13), (10.20) and (10.21) into (10.19) we obtain

(10.22)

(10.21)
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with the solution,

26 (10.23)

The norm of the general state (10.8) is

(10.24)

Using equations (10.12), (10.13), (10.21) the norm is

(10.25)

thus in the critical dimension the states (10.9) have zero norm [16].

11. Explicit field equations for low mass sector^

The first mass sector contains the states

(11.1)

The field equations from the conditions L and

Lo: (11.2)

= 0 . (H.3)

Thus a mass)ess vector field satisfying the Lorentz condition (11.3)
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The second mass sector contains the states

The field equations comes from the conditions LQ, L« and L,

v 8« (31.5)

(11.6)

L2: 01.7)

Thus the field B is a massive vector field and the field C is a symmetric

massive tensor field. Using (11.6) and (11.7) we can eliminate the vector B

and obtain

i/ar (11.8)

The third mass sector contains the states

The field D is symmetric in all indices. The field equations are

16JT = 16* . (11.10)

j : -31/Jt

-l/nr

o , (11.11)

(11.12)

2
3«EV - 0 . (11.13)
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L •
3 JJ. (11.14)

12. The Hilbert space norm

From equations (6.10) and (6.11), the states of the string are

D-l
)

n.jo.
. (12.1)

n=l

Using the algebra (4.4) for the creation and annihilation operators the norm

of (12.1) is

N(«P(x)) ( TT IT

Where NCP(x)) is the norm of the spacetime field «P. It is defined from the

Klein-Gordon [0] inner product

dSM( . (12.3)

Where S is an arbitrary spacelike surface. This is true since all fields

satisfy the Klein-Gordon equation (6.14).

The states created by the operators a are (6.6),

(xm „)**.,) . (12.4)

k=0
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From (6.7) and (6.8) the coefficients satisfy

4 f t m (k- (12.5)

To simplify define

(12.6)

Let us define the norm

- i / d x m , 0 e x p ( 2fOn (xm.0>2> •

for the time component of the mode x and
m

J dx „ (V a,m,M*0 v L (m,
k

(x A )k )2 exp( -2rtm (x (12.8)

By changing to euclidean coordinates x _ = ix* . equation 12.7 will be

V0),k

Let

b(m,0),k " l a(m,O),k • (12.10)

With this definition the recursion relation (12.5) will be
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(m.0).k+2 = b(m.O),k c(m.O),k • (12.11)

Thus b, . . . satisfy the same recursion relation as a,

If the time component is in a state of even excitation the series will be

b0 = * a0 = »0 a n d

a 0 " * a 0 C 0 "• a0 c2C0

And if the time component is in a state of odd excitation the series will be

i a = i a. and

Thus for an odd excitation we can extract i and when squared we obtain -1.

Since the polynomials in all cases are essentially the usual Hermite

polynomials the integration over the polynomial squared times the gaussian

squared always gives a result that agrees with what we obtain by using the

algebra of the creation and annihilation operators. This is of cource due to

the i2 oocuring whenever the time component is in a state of odd excitations.

Furthermore this resembles the Gupta-Bleuler norm in QFD,

whore k and 1 ar« the respective excitation indices. Here ( , )JD js the

indofinit»; norm we define from a positive definite norm ( ) which is the
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usual harmonic oscillators in euclidean coordinates.

This also explanes why the series (6.7) must terminate. As we know from the

harmonic oscillator the state (6.6) is not normalizable if the series does not

terminate.

APPENDIX

Following the arguments that lead to the equations (5.2) and (5.3) we should

really demand L_nY = 0 , for all n>0, too. The operator L_n is;

L-n

n-1

* K/2? * 2 I V m V + 2 I Vm-n
m>n/2 m=n+l

if n is odd the n/2 term is absent.

Equation (A.I) shows that L operating on the vacuum is not identically

zero. However the series terminates when the annihilation operator occuring

in the last term reaches an unexcited mode. Using the trick of chapter seven

we can reduce the conditions L^I» = 0 to field equations for the spacetime

fields *;

D-l

n-1

>
. n-ro:

m>n/2
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2/ft

m=n+l

• ) ) . (A.2)

Counting the mass of the fields * occuring in equation (A.2) we see that all

fields have the same mass. The mass is determined by;

D-1

- n . (A.3)

k=l

We know that demanding L_n«P = o in addition to the other Virasoro conditions

is inconsistent [2]. It is reasonable to expect that this inconsistency is

reflected in the approach of this paper in that the field equations (A.2) are

not consistent with the field equations summarized in chapter 8.

However this question is not yet decided.
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C O R R E C T I O N To p. 31 equation (11.8);

The symmetric tensor C^~v can be decomposed into a traceless tensor

and the trace T

T/D . (C.I)

Where D is the number of spacetime dimensions. Insert (C.I) into equation

(11.8) we obtain

l/2rt y s^Vax^ax* + DT/2ftD + T = 0 . (C.2)

Taking the trace of (11.5) we find

OT =8( tT and (C.3)

£j s^~ = 8rr s . (C.4)

Insert (C.3) into (C.2) we can eliminate T

T = - 1/2JT(1 - 4/D) 32SAV/3x'M-axv . (C.5)

By inserting (C.5) into (11.6) we eliminate the vector B^

BM = i/2« (9SMV/9xv - l/2rc(D+4) a JSv9/3x 9x
v9x9 ) . (C.6)

Thus the physical degrees of freedom is the traceless tensor S^v that

satisfy the Klein-Gordon equation (C.4).


